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Introduction
Seismic data acquired on Fasken C-Ranch property positioned atop the western platform
of the Midland Basin present the Exploration Geophysics Laboratory (EGL) an opportunity
to do a rigorous interpretation and comparison of P-P, SV-P, and P-SV images of Wolfberry
unconventional reservoirs. The seismic images used in this study were constructed for EGL
by FairfieldNodal. This case history is important because it is the first study ever done to
determine the geological value of the SV-P converted mode that can be extracted from pure
P-wave seismic data. The term “pure P-wave” seismic data refers to data generated by a
vertical-displacement source (an array of three inline vertical vibrators in this case) and
recorded by vertical geophones. A new S-wave seismology concept promoted by EGL is that
SV-P data provide direct-S images of geology that are just as valuable as conventional S-wave
images constructed with P-SV data. The latter data (P-SV) are currently the only S-wave
information that is utilized when geology is imaged with a P-wave source. P-SV data can be
obtained only if 3-component geophones are deployed; whereas, SV-P data can be acquired
with lower-cost deployments of vertical geophones.
A comparative analysis of SV-P and P-SV images is important because a logical
assumption, based on calculations of P-SV and SV-P reflectivities, is that these two converted
modes should provide similar (identical?) information about subsurface geology. However,
the Fasken P-SV and SV-P seismic images are significantly different, and these differences will
be emphasized in this case-history study. It is important to determine which image, SV-P or
P-SV, is the more reliable for exploiting Wolfberry resources, or if neither image is a correct
depiction of Wolfberry geology across the Fasken seismic survey area.
Subsurface calibration data available from wells within the Fasken seismic image space
provide an opportunity to verify the accuracies and geological values of SV-P and P-SV images
of Wolfberry strata. Specifically, we used dipole log data acquired in the FEE AL 910 well
positioned in the southwest quadrant of the seismic image area to define the positions of
Wolfberry formation boundaries in P-P, SV-P, and P-SV data volumes. These calibration data
ensured that depth-equivalent Wolfberry reservoir units were identified in each seismic data
volume that spanned the seismic image space.
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Important geological information in this case-history paper was taken from a 2012 report
characterizing Wolfberry reservoirs written by two scientists (Hamlin and Baumgardner)
on the geological staff of the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG). The conclusions in this
Hamlin/Baumgardner (2012) report are based on an analysis of logs from several hundred
Wolfberry wells, visual examinations of more than 50 Wolfberry cores, thin-section analyses,
and X-ray diffraction determinations of mineral compositions of Wolfberry reservoir facies.
This BEG report was written for the State of Texas Advanced Resource Recovery (STARR)
program as a definitive treatise on the characterization of Wolfberry reservoirs. By coincidence,
not by deliberate intent, one of the regional Wolfberry stratigraphic cross-sections created
for this STARR report traversed the exact location where our seismic data were acquired. This
stratigraphic cross-section incorporated well data within, and local to, our seismic study area.
The geometrical shapes and spatial distributions of Wolfberry reservoirs proposed by Hamlin
and Baumgardner (2012) were used as models to verify the accuracies of P-P, P-SV, and SV-P
seismic images created across our Fasken study site. Theses well-founded models led to our
conclusion that the Fasken SV-P data produced excellent images of Wolfberry reservoirs.
Both common-midpoint images and converted-mode seismic images were constructed
for this investigation. This case history focuses on the relative value of SV-P and P-SV convertedmode images. P-P seismic data are used when important for illustrating principles and for
establishing interpretation concepts provided by conventional P-wave seismic data. The
increasing interest by geophysicists in the SV-P mode that EGL promotes as a lower-cost
option for obtaining S-wave information requires that several definitive case-history studies be
done to compare the relative values of SV-P and P-SV images. This Fasken study is the first of a
series of case histories EGL plans to prepare. The evidence presented here shows that, in this
instance, SV-P data provide a more accurate description of Wolfberry reservoirs than do P-SV
data. Future case-history examples will confirm if the advantages of SV-P data documented
here are anomalies that apply only to Wolfberry geology at our Fasken Ranch location, or
if those advantages apply to SV-P data acquired across many reservoir systems.

Comparisons of SV-P and P-SV Data
Wiggle trace versions of migrated SV-P and P-SV data spanning the Wolfberry interval
are illustrated in Figure 1. The data volumes from which these profiles were extracted were
created by FairfieldNodal, an experienced provider of multicomponent seismic data-processing
products. These vertical profiles follow Inline 40 of the SV-P and P-SV 3D data volumes.
This inline coordinate passes east-to-west through Fasken well FEE AL 910 in the southwest
quadrant of the seismic image space. A dipole sonic log was available in the FEE AL 910 well
to aid the interpretation of the SV-P and P-SV images. Using converted-mode synthetic
seismograms made from the VP and VS velocities measured with these dipole-log data, the
seismic-time windows displayed in Figure 1 were selected so that each converted-mode image
spanned a stratigraphic interval extending from 1.7 sec (not far above the top of the Spraberry)
to 2.5 sec (not far below the base of the Wolfcamp). This seismic data window contains, and is
dominated by, the Wolfberry reservoir interval.
2

Figure 1. Comparison of migrated SV-P and P-SV data. (a) SV-P image of Wolfberry interval. (b) Frequency
spectrum of the SV-P data. (c) P-SV image of the same Wolfberry interval. (d) Frequency spectrum of the
P-SV data.

There are significant differences between the SV-P image (Figure 1a) and the P-SV image
(Figure 1c). The SV-P image (Figure 1a) indicates Wolfberry stratigraphy has significant lateral
variability, and numerous Wolfberry internal depositional elements are indicated by
wedgeouts, downlaps, reflector truncations, and mound-like features along the SV-P profile.
In contrast, the P-SV image (Figure 1c) indicates the Wolfberry interval has much more lateral
continuity and contains a smaller population of depositional elements that appear to be
truncated, wedge-shaped, or mounded. Most P-SV Wolfberry reflections are approximately flat
and conformable and tend to have reasonably constant reflection amplitudes; whereas, SV-P
Wolfberry reflections have a wide range of local stratigraphic dips and exhibit large vertical
and lateral variations in amplitude strength. Two significantly different concepts of the internal
architecture of the Wolfberry reservoir interval are indicated by the two converted-mode
images in Figure 1.
3

One reason why the SV-P and P-SV images look different is that a wider range of signal
frequencies is embedded in the SV-P data than in the P-SV data. Frequency spectra calculated
for each seismic data window are shown in Figures 1b and 1d. The signal cutoff of -32 dB
labeled on these two spectra was established by examining the P-SV power spectrum. Visual
inspection of Figure 1d shows that an obvious loss of P-SV reflection power occurs at the 35-Hz
onset of a plateau-like feature that has an illuminating power 32 dB less than the maximumenergy frequency component at approximately 18 Hz. A reduction of -32 dB in signal power
means signal energy is reduced by a factor of 40. Frequency components that have their energy
reduced by a factor of 40, or more, make minor contributions (less than 2.5-percent) to a
reflection signal. Using this -32 dB power level as a cutoff for frequencies that contribute to
the P-SV reflection signal, the frequency bandwidth of the P-SV data extends from 5 to 35 Hz.
Applying the same -32 dB cutoff to the SV-P spectrum results in a frequency bandwidth of 5 to
58 Hz (Figure 1b). This observation means the Fasken SV-P data have signal components that
extend approximately 66-percent farther into the high-frequency portion of the signal spectrum
than do P-SV data (58/35 = 1.66). Because of their wider frequency spectrum, the Fasken SV-P
data have shorter wavelengths than do their companion P-SV data and thus provide better
spatial resolution of Wolfberry geological features and reveal more stratigraphy detail about
Wolfberry reservoirs.
This data comparison leads to our first conclusion - Conclusion 1: The wider frequency
bandwidth of migrated SV-P data is one reason Fasken SV-P data reveal Wolfberry
depositional elements that cannot be seen with migrated P-SV data. This conclusion about
the improved resolution provided by SV-P data should not be interpreted as meaning the SV-P
image is the more accurate description of the internal architecture of the Wolfberry system.
The SV-P image could have improved resolution and yet still be an incorrect image. Thus it is
essential to establish whether the stratigraphic complexity implied by the SV-P image in Figure
1a is realistic. To do this, independent subsurface calibration data must be integrated into the
seismic data analysis, which is the focus of this report.
In our studies to date, we have found SV-P data consistently have a wider frequency
spectrum than do their companion P-SV data. The data exhibited in Figure 1 are typical of
observations we have made when comparing other SV-P and P-SV data. We currently have no
scientifically based explanation why these two converted modes (P-SV and SV-P) have different
frequency spectra. One plausible reason proposed by seismic data-acquisition experts is that
vertical geophones consistently couple to the earth better than do horizontal geophones. When
this assumption is true, SV-P data recorded by vertical geophones should have wider frequency
spectra and better signal-to-noise ratios than P-SV data recorded by horizontal geophones.
One other difference in the SV-P and P-SV profiles exhibited in Figure 1 is that goodquality SV-P reflections extend to the end points of the seismic profile (Figure 1a), but P-SV
reflections diminish, and sometimes vanish several (7 or 8) CDP points before reaching either
the west or the east end of the profile (Figure 1c). This difference in SV-P and P-SV image
dimensions exists because for a given source-receiver pair, SV-P reflection points are closer to
the source than to the receiver; whereas, P-SV reflection points are closer to the receiver than
4

to the source. The source-receiver geometry used to acquire the Fasken data involved a 2-mi X
2-mi (3.2-km X 3.2-km) receiver grid centered inside a 5-mi X 5-mi (8-km X 8-km) source grid.
Because the source area was larger than the receiver area, the Fasken SV-P data extend over
a larger X-Y image area than do the P-SV data. If the data-acquisition geometry was altered so
that a large receiver grid surrounded a smaller source grid, the image dimensions of convertedmode data would reverse, and P-SV images would extend across a larger X-Y area than do
SV-P images.
Because there is a fixed number of distinct source-receiver pairs in the Fasken seismic
survey, there is a fixed number of converted-mode reflection points across the imaged area.
Thus the Fasken SV-P image contains exactly the same number of reflection points as does the
P-SV image. However, because the SV-P image extends over a larger area than does the P-SV
image, the number of image points inside each SV-P image bin is less than the number of image
points positioned in the same bin size in P-SV image space. Said another way, for each image
bin, SV-P stacking fold is less than P-SV stacking fold in that bin. Thus if a Fasken convertedmode benefits by having increased data fold in its individual image bins, the data volume that
would be enhanced would be the P-SV data. Even so, the remainder of this case history shows
that the Fasken SV-P data overcome their reduced-fold penalty and provide more valuable
information about Wolfberry reservoirs than do their companion higher-fold P-SV data.

Converted-Mode Image Comparisons at the FEE AL 910 Calibration Well
A standard approach to inserting geology into a seismic image is to match a synthetic
seismogram calculated from log data acquired in a calibration well with the reflection character
of surface-recorded seismic data that extend across that calibration well. Because the Fasken
converted-mode images have significantly different frequency bandwidths (Figure 1), this
strategy requires that two different synthetic seismograms be made – one seismogram with a
lower-frequency P-SV wavelet and a second seismogram with a broader frequency-band SV-P
wavelet. In lieu of using a dual seismogram approach, the reflection character of the SV-P and
P-SV images will simply be compared at the FEE AL 910 calibration well to determine how
similar or dissimilar the two images are at this common calibration point. This image
comparison is illustrated in Figure 2.
Even though there are significant differences in the frequency content and imaging detail
of the Fasken SV-P and P-SV images when the images are compared along the full length of
Inline 40 (slightly more than 3 mi [4.8 km]; Figure 1), it is important to note that the two images
are essentially identical at the FEE AL 910 calibration well (Figure 2). For almost all of the P-SV
reflections at the calibration well, there is a corresponding SV-P reflection. Reflection events A
through L labeled on Figure 2 are examples where SV-P and P-SV reflections tie reasonably well.
This image comparison leads to our second conclusion: Conclusion 2: SV-P and P-SV images are
reasonably equivalent at the Fasken FEE AL 910 calibration well. The consequence of this fact
is that both images are either equally accurate, or equally in error, in the way they define
Wolfberry geology at this calibration point.
5

Figure 2. Comparison of Wolfberry SV-P and P-SV images at the FEE AL 910 calibration well. The two images
are spliced together at the well coordinate to create the full extent of Inline 40. The SV-P image extends west
from the calibration well, and the P-SV image extends east. Labels A through L indicate where SV-P and P-SV
Wolfberry reflections are acceptable ties at the well.
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Wolfberry Geology
A report published by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) provides valuable
information that aids in understanding the geological complexity of Wolfberry reservoirs
across the Fasken Ranch seismic study area (Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012). This report is an
excellent overview of Wolfberry geology across the entire Midland Basin and provides insights
into the degree of depositional complexity that can be expected where the Fasken seismic
data were acquired. Several illustrations from this BEG geological report will be included in
this case-history study, beginning with the map displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Map showing well locations and cross sections across the Midland Basin where Hamlin and
Baumgardner (2012) analyzed log data to describe Wolfberry stratigraphy and lithofacies. We modify their
map to show where the Fasken Ranch property sits atop the Leonard/Wolfcamp platform margin on the
western edge of the basin. Stratigraphic cross-section CC’ passes through the seismic survey area.
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The huge amount of log data used in the analysis by Hamlin and Baumgardner is indicated
by the large number of well locations shown in Figure 3 (almost 600 wells). The number of
cores that were studied (more than 50 wells [Figure 3]) is particularly impressive. Data used to
construct geological information at the western end of cross-section CC’ identified in Figure 3
are important to this case-history study because these logged wells are inside or immediately
adjacent to the Fasken seismic survey area. Principal features of Wolfberry stratigraphy and
depositional structure along cross-section CC’ are illustrated in Figure 4. The position of the
Fasken seismic survey area onto the top of profile CC’ is indicated by the dashed rectangle at
the west end of the cross-section. Note that a calibration well is positioned at intervals of
approximately 5 miles (8 km) along the cross-section.

Figure 4. Cross-section CC’ defined in Figure 3. The position of the Fasken seismic survey is drawn at the top
of the profile at the western end of the cross-section. This log-based picture of Wolfberry geology indicates
the complexity of Wolfberry reservoirs is greatest where the Fasken seismic data were acquired. (Modified
from Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012).

Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) simplified their Wolfberry reservoir characterization by
sorting Wolfberry lithofacies into only three rock types: (1) a siliciclastic group composed of
sandstones, siltstones, and mudrocks that have a low carbonate content, (2) a calcareous group
consisting primarily of calcareous mudrocks, and (3) carbonates (defined as rock units that have
more than 50-percent carbonate). In Figure 4, the distribution of these three major rock types
along cross-section CC’ are identified by yellow (siliciclastic group), pink (calcareous group), and
blue (carbonate) colors.
8

Figure 5. Log curves from wells at the western end of cross-section CC’. This data window extends across
the upper portion of the Wolfberry interval extending from the Dean up to the Middle Spraberry. The
approximate position of the seismic data discussed in this report is indicated by the bar at the top of the
profile. Modified from Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012.

An important fact determined from the log data used to create this cross-section is that
depositional complexity of the Wolfberry interval increases at the basin margins at each end
of the cross-section. The increased depositional complexity on the western basin margin
where the Fasken seismic survey is positioned is emphasized in Figure 4 by labeled arrows.
This increased lateral variation in Wolfberry stratigraphy is caused by complex interfingering
of diverse lithofacies across the transition zone where the platform margin changes to a
deeper basin environment. This Wolfberry reservoir model introduces the principle that
seismic images across the Fasken seismic study area should show Wolfberry reservoirs in
section view as disjointed, complex shapes that stack vertically and merge laterally to create
erratic reflection geometries (SV-P image, Figure 1a) rather than as being simple, continuous
layering (P-SV image, Figure 1c).

9

Figure 6. Log curves from wells at the western end of cross-section CC’. This data window extends
across the lower portion of the Wolfberry interval extending from the Wolfcamp up to the Dean. The
approximate position of the seismic data discussed in this report is indicated by the bar at the top of
the profile. Modified from Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012.

More detailed views of the complex layering of Wolfberry geology along the platformbasin margin are illustrated by the log curves used to construct the western end of crosssection CC’ (Figures 5 and 6). A zoom view of the upper part of the Wolfberry interval local to
the Fasken seismic survey area is illustrated in Figure 5 and the lower portion of the Wolfberry
is shown in Figure 6. At each well location on this cross-section, the gamma-ray log is shown as
the left-side curve, and the resistivity log is shown as the right-side curve. The interpreted
lithofacies are identified by the color code. This color code repeats the decision by Hamlin and
Baumgardner (2012) to segregate Wolfberry reservoirs into three principal lithofacies:
carbonates, siliciclastic rocks, and calcareous rocks. These three basic rock types are
determined by the following resistivity and gamma-ray responses observed on wireline logs:




Resistivity < 15 ohm-meters = mostly siliciclastic rocks
Resistivity > 15 ohm-meters and gamma-ray < 15 API =mostly carbonates
Resistivity > 15 ohm-meters and gamma-ray > 15 API = mostly calcareous mudrock.
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The log data in Figures 5 and 6 confirm there are significant lateral variations in Wolfberry
lithofacies across the Fasken seismic image space. Examples of the complex interfingering of
these rock types are labeled 1C, 2C, and 3C in Figure 5, and 4C and 5C in Figure 6. Example 1C
shows that the Middle Spraberry is dominantly calcareous mudrock as the unit enters the east
side of the seismic image space and converts to approximately a 50-50 mixture of carbonate
and calcareous mudrock when it reaches the western edge of the seismic survey (Figure 5).
Example 2C illustrates the Middle Leonard is a 50-50 mixture of calcareous mudrock and
carbonate at the east boundary of the seismic area, and its carbonate content continually
increases as the unit extends westward across the Fasken seismic image space (Figure 5).
Example 3C demonstrates that the Dean pinches out somewhere within the seismic coverage
area (Figure 5). Example 4C shows that the percent of carbonate in the Lower Leonard
increases as this formation is imaged from the east into the central part of the Fasken survey
area (Figure 6). Example 5C indicates the siliciclastic content of the Wolfcamp decreases from
east to west across the Fasken seismic coverage while its mudrock content increases (Figure 6).
In each of these examples, the number of thin beds and the vertical positions of those
beds in each stratigraphic interval change over short lateral distances. After analyzing many
well logs, Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) concluded that the ranges of thicknesses of
Wolfberry lithofacies were: (1) thick-bedded sandstones = 1 to 10 ft; (2) thin-bedded
sandstones < 1 ft; (3) laminated siltstone = a few inches to tens of feet; (4) mudrock = 0.1 to
3 ft; (5) calcareous mudrock = 0.1 to 3 ft; (6) conglomeritic carbonate = a few inches to tens
of feet; (7) thick-bedded carbonate packstone/grainstone = 1 to 10 ft; and (8) thin-bedded
carbonate packstone/grainstone < 1 ft. These thin beds stack to a thickness of approximately
2000 ft (610 m) beneath the Fasken seismic survey area. These lithofacies units are too thin to
be individually imaged by the Fasken seismic data. Instead, the seismic data image specific
assemblages of several of these individual lithofacies units.
A logical conclusion based on the stratigraphic picture provided by Figures 5 and 6 is Conclusion 3: The greatest diversity of distinct lithofacies within the Wolfberry reservoir
interval occurs across the area imaged by the Fasken 3C seismic data. Stacked groups of
some of these lithofacies units may be imaged with seismic data, and some may not. For those
depositional elements that are imaged, the data should indicate reservoir features that appear
as mounds, debris flows, downlapping interfaces, prograding deposition, variations in reflection
amplitudes, and numerous reflection terminations. Numerous features of these types are
present in the Wolfberry data window of the SV-P image along Inline 40 but are rare in the
P-SV data window (Figure 1).

Reservoir Descriptions
The purpose of this section is to describe the specific geometry of Wolfberry reservoirs.
The report by Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) provides excellent characterizations of
Wolfberry reservoirs. The strategy used by these investigators was to describe Wolfberry
reservoirs from the viewpoint of the depositional elements and depositional systems that
11

formed the reservoirs. Depositional elements are defined as three-dimensional rock bodies
that form in specific depositional environments (Mutti and Normark, 1991; Posamentier and
Kolla, 2003). Depositional systems are composed of contiguous, process-related suites of these
depositional elements (Brown and Fisher, 1980). The interpretation of a depositional element is
based on: (1) its lithofacies composition (non-seismic information), (2) its external geometry
(information that can sometimes be provided by seismic data), and (3) its internal bedding
architecture (also information that can sometimes be provided by seismic data). Our objective
is to determine if our Fasken seismic images portray depositional elements and depositional
systems that characterize Wolfberry turbidite reservoirs.

Figure 7. Maps showing the distribution of Wolfberry reservoir lithofacies as (a) Spraberry and Dean
sandstones and (b) Wolfcampian and Leonardian detrital carbonates and calcareous mudrocks (Hamlin
and Baumgardner, 2012). The positions of the Fasken seismic images used in this case-history study are
added to each map.

Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) conclude Wolfberry reservoirs involve three productive
lithofacies associations: (1) sandstone turbidites, (2) detrital carbonates, and (3) calcareous
mudrocks. Type 1 reservoirs (sandstone turbidites) dominate the Spraberry and Dean
Formations. The positions of the Spraberry and Dean Formations in the Wolfberry interval are
shown in Figures 3 through 6. Type 2 reservoirs (detrital carbonates) are abundant in the lower
Leonard and Wolfcamp Formations and are present, but less abundant, in the middle Leonard
12

and middle Spraberry. The positions of these formations in the Wolfberry interval are
also illustrated in Figures 3 through 6. Type 3 reservoirs (calcareous mudrocks) are found
throughout the entire Wolfberry section. Map views of the distributions of these reservoir
lithofacies across the Midland Basin are indicated in Figure 7. The position of the Fasken
seismic survey area is added to each of the two lithofacies maps in this figure.
Figure 7a shows that the Spraberry and Dean Formations within the Fasken seismic image
space should be dominated by turbidite lobes. Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) describe these
depositional elements as thick-bedded and thin-bedded units composed of tabular sand-body
geometries. They emphasize that boundaries between turbidite channels and levees are
intergradational and become a vertical succession of interbedded turbidites and laminated
sandstones. Posamentier and Kolla (2003) describe turbidite lobes as multiple distributary
channels nested in sandy interchannel deposits. These descriptive terms provide a reference
framework that describes both the external geometry and the internal bedding architecture
that should be observed in seismic images spanning the Spraberry and Dean Formations at our
study site.
Numerous investigators have illustrated the geometries of the depositional elements
of turbidites and described how these elements are distributed within turbidite depositional
systems. Simply typing “turbidites” as a topic for a Bing or Google search engine provides
abundant examples of line drawings that describe the internal architecture of typical turbidites
as well as big-picture views of turbidite system geometries. Four illustrations provided by one
Bing search are presented in Figures 8a through 8d. These few illustrations were selected from
a large collection of similar graphics at the following Web site:
http://www.bing.com/search?q=turbidites&form=IE11TR&src=IE11TR&pc=DCJB. Unfortunately the
authors of these selected illustrations cannot be cited because this Web site did not identify
authors or cite publication sources for any of the diagrams.
Perhaps of greater value are photographs of turbidite and debris-flow outcrops. Many
such photos were exhibited at this same Web site:
http://www.bing.com/search?q=turbidites&form=IE11TR&src=IE11TR&pc=DCJB. Three selected
photographs are exhibited in Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c, together with one example of a seismic
profile traversing a turbidite system (Figure 9d). The origins of these photographs cannot be
cited because the sources of the information were not identified on the Web site pages.
The diagrams in Figure 8 and the photographs in Figure 9 can be used as models to
judge if equivalent depositional elements exist in seismic data windows spanning the
Wolfberry Formations that were imaged with the Fasken P-P, SV-P, and P-SV data. Specifically,
this comparison of models versus real-data is the strategy taken in this case-history report to
determine if seismic images of depositional systems in the upper Wolfberry interval (Spraberry
and Dean Formations) have internal character and depositional geometries proposed for
turbidite deposition.
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Stratal Surfaces – An Interpretation Tool for Viewing Wolfberry Reservoirs
A fundamental premise of seismic stratigraphy is that a seismic reflection event follows
a chronographic surface, a depositional surface corresponding to a fixed geologic time. Stated
another way, a seismic reflection event defines a bedding surface, or stratal surface, which is
a horizon of constant geologic time. Seismic stratigraphy studies are based on the principle
that geologic time is constant along a horizon that follows a fixed seismic reflection phase.
A corollary to this interpretation principle is that a seismic horizon that is conformable to a
seismic reflection is also a surface along which geologic time is constant.

Figure 10. Stratal slices along a seismic profile where there are significant variations in the interval thickness
between two chronostratigraphic reflections, AA and BB. Events AA and BB represent continuous reflections
(chronostratigraphic surfaces) bounding an interval of interest.

If the top and base of a targeted seismic interval are defined by reflection events that
are conformable to each other, it is rather simple to interpolate an arbitrary number of equally
spaced conformable horizons that span the interval between these two reflections. Seismic
attributes calculated on each of these successive, internal, conformable surfaces then describe
stratigraphy and lithofacies distributions at fixed increments of geologic time across that
target interval. A different strategy, developed by Zeng (2001, 2006), must be implemented if
reflection events at the top and base of an interval are not conformable. In this approach, an
interval having a time-varying thickness is divided into an arbitrary number of proportionally
spaced sub-intervals as shown on Figure 10.
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At any two coordinates along this profile, the vertical spacing between adjacent
interpolated surfaces differs in seismic image time but is constant in geologic time. The result
is a series of interpolated seismic surfaces that define depositional features within the interval
at fixed increments of geologic time. The creation of these interpolated surfaces between
reflections AA and BB on Figure 10 is called stratal slicing.
In the example in Figure 10, the interval between reflection AA and reflection BB is
divided into 11 sub-intervals. If the vertical image-time interval between AA and BB at some
coordinate on the profile is 11-ms, each sub-interval is 1-ms thick at that image coordinate. If
the interval from AA to BB spans 110-ms at a second point on the profile, each subinterval is
10-ms thick at this second image coordinate. Even though the magnitude of seismic image
time spanned by each sub-interval differs at these two points, the geologic time across each
subinterval is MY/11 at both points, where MY is the difference in geologic times represented
by reflection AA and reflection BB. Because of the interpolation technique used to create these
sub-intervals, the creation of stratal slices is also called proportional slicing. Stratal slices can be
constructed not only through 3D seismic wiggle-trace volumes but also through 3D volumes of
attributes calculated from seismic data.
In the illustrations that follow, we used the Recons Cascade Geomorphology software
offered by Austin GeoModeling Inc., Austin, Texas, to create 3D stratal-surface volumes of the
Fasken P-P, P-SV, and SV-P migrated data. These stratal volumes were then transferred to a
Landmark interpretation system where semblance values were calculated and could be
displayed as a 3D stratal-surface attribute volume. This strategy for constructing stratalsurface attribute volumes for interpretation purposes is similar to the procedure described
by Dorn et al. (2011).
View 1 – Map Views of Wolfberry Reservoirs with Stratal Slices
We found that 3D volumes of semblance attributes were valuable for determining lateral
boundaries of depositional elements embedded in the Fasken seismic data. Semblance is a
numerical parameter that indicates the degree of lateral similarity in adjacent seismic traces in
a user-defined image-time window. If the physical boundary of depositional element A causes
seismic reflection waveshape to change as image coordinates move from points inside element
A to points outside A, then semblance calculations detect these waveshape variations in
seismic reflection character and allow the geometrical shape of the boundary of that
depositional element to be seen in map view. We show selected stratal slices of semblance
behavior across the Wolfberry interval in Figures 11, 12, and 13.
We took care to ensure our interpretations created depth-equivalent horizons in P-P,
P-SV, and SV-P image spaces. We conclude that data shown in our comparisons of P-P, P-SV,
and SV-P seismic attributes in the remaining figures of this report represent depth-equivalent
information.
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Figure 11. (a) ) Semblan
nce calculation
ns of the P-P im
mage across sstratal surface WX, an arbitrrary stratal surface
he Wolfcamp. The blue colo
ors mark the boundaries
b
of distinct P-P deepositional elements. (b) P--P
through th
crossline profile
p
71 in se
ection view sh
howing surface
e WX. (c) Reppeat of data paanel (a) with ccoordinates labeled
where chaanges in reflecction waveshape occur. (d) Repeat of proofile (b) showin
ng the positions of reflectio
on
waveshape changes for stratal surfacce WX.
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Figure 12. (a) Semblance calculationss of the P-SV im
mage across s tratal surface WX, an arbitrrary stratal surface
through th
he Wolfcamp. The blue colo
ors mark the boundaries
b
of distinct P-SV d
depositional eelements. (b) P-SV
crossline profile
p
71 in se
ection view sh
howing surface
e WX. (c) Reppeat of data paanel (a) with ccoordinates labeled
where chaanges in reflecction waveshape occur. (d) Repeat of proofile (b) showin
ng the positions of reflectio
on
waveshape changes for stratal surfacce WX.
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Figure 13. (a) Semblance calculationss of the SV-P im
mage across sstratal surfacee WX, an arbittrary stratal su
urface
he Wolfcamp. The blue colo
ors mark the boundaries
b
of distinct SV-P d
depositional eelements. (b) SSV-P
through th
crossline profile
p
71 in se
ection view sh
howing surface
e WX. (c) Reppeat of data paanel (a) with ccoordinates labeled
where chaanges in reflecction waveshape occur. (d) Repeat of proofile (b) showin
ng the positions of reflectio
on
waveshape changes for stratal surfacce WX.

In map
m view, we
w found straatal slices of SV-P semblaance calculaations (Figuree 13)
consisten
ntly showed seismic imaages of Wolfberry depossitional elem
ments that haad geometriees
similar to
o those obse
erved in map
p views of de
epositional eelements in published m
models of
turbidite and debris--flow deposittion (Figuress 8 and 9). TThe example in Figure 13
3 is typical off
SV-P sem
mblance behaavior on most Wolfberryy stratal surffaces. Semblance valuess calculated from
P-P data across this particular
p
strratal surface
e (WX) also i ndicate a few turbidite--like depositional
elementss (Figure 11)). Excellent, abundant,
a
and robust deefinitions off turbidite reeservoirs aree
obvious on
o other P-P
P stratal surfaaces and will be shown iin later figurres. Howeverr, we observved –
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Conclusion 4: The sum total of the population of Wolfberry P-P turbidite features is less
than the population of Wolfberry turbidite depositional elements embedded in SV-P images.
For this particular stratal surface (WX), P-SV data showed only minor turbidite-like deposition
(Figure 12). This lack of P-SV evidence of turbidite deposition occurred on a significant number
of stratal slices that cut through P-SV reflections that were flat and continuous. However, at
other stratal surface choices, P-SV data also showed convincing evidence of turbidite reservoirs.
However, when taken in total, Conclusions 5: The P-SV evidence of Wolfberry turbidite
reservoirs was far less than the evidence provided by SV-P data.
View 2 – Vertical Sections through Wolfberry Stratal-Surface Volumes
Vertical section views of Wolfberry reservoirs taken from 3D SV-P and P-SV data volumes
are displayed as Figure 1 at the start of this paper. Those data are presented in the standard
display format in which the vertical axis is seismic image time. In this section, seismic profiles
from crossline 71 will be shown in Figures 14 and 15 in a different format – that being after the
data are transformed to stratal-surface data volumes. The vertical axis used in these latter
displays has units of geological time, not seismic image time. In Figures 14 and 15, geologic time
is not shown as quantitative numbers but as qualitative values. Specifically, the top of each data
window is approximately the geologic time assigned to the top of the 1st Spraberry Formation,
and the bottom of each seismic window is approximately the geologic time associated with
the base of the Wolfcamp Formation. The horizontal stratal surfaces in these transformed data
volumes have a uniformly sampled geologic time that starts at base-of-Wolfcamp time at the
bottom of each data window and reduces to top-of-Spraberry time at the top of each window.
If there are 1000 stratal surfaces in a profie, the geologic time interval between successive
stratal surfaces is MY/1000, where MY is the geologic time period during which the complete
Wolfberry section (Wolfcamp through Spraberry) was deposited.
Although these seismic profiles have already been used in Figures 11, 12, and 13, the
purpose now is to more carefully compare P-P images with P-SV and SV-P images to determine
which converted-mode image shows Wolfberry stratigraphic features that are more similar to
the depositional features revealed by P-P data. P-P and P-SV images are compared in Figure 14.
The data are shown first without any interpretation as data panels (a) and (b). Horizon WX is an
arbitrary, constant-geologic-time, stratal surface that passes through the Wolfcamp Formation.
A distance scale is added to each profile to provide a sense of the physical sizes of some of the
depositional features that are seen. Five arbitrary features of the P-P image are labeled A, B,
C, D, and E (Figure 14c). P-P reflection characteristics A and B show reflection terminations, and
C is a turbidite-like depositional element. D is a continuous P-P reflection that contains at least
one turbidite feature positioned above and left (north) of C. Reflection terminations A and B are
not present in the P-SV image (Figure 14d). Instead, both A and B are continuous reflections
(only B is labeled). Turbidite feature C is absent (Figure 14d) and not labeled. P-SV reflection D
is associated with apparent turbidite depositional elements, and P-SV reflection E is extensive
and continuous as is its P-P equivalent. All in all, there are reasonable equivalences between
the P-SV image and two of the selected P-P depositional features (D and E), but there is a lack
of equivalence for the other three P-P features (A,B,C).
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P-P
P and SV-P im
mages are co
ompared in Figure
F
15. Thhe same fivee P-P featurees are used tto
compare
e the images (Figure 15c)). The SV-P image showss all five of the P-P featu
ures and reveals
even more evidence of turbidite depositionaal elements tthan what iss provided b
by P-P data
(Figure 15d). Based on
o these types of seismic interpreta tion efforts,, we adopted
d the following
interprettational principles:


Conclusion 6: The Fasken
n SV-P data are correct and valuablle images off Wolfberry
eservoirs an
nd frequentlyy show the same
s
stratiggraphic features revealeed by their
re
co
ompanion P-P
P data, and
d



n P-SV data provide occcasional evid
dence of Wo
olfberry
Conclusion 7: The Fasken
eservoir com
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mation and less detail aabout the
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Wolfberry
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de
epositional system
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than
n do their co
ompanion SV
V-P data, and also have
le
ess similarityy to the P-P data.

Figure 14. (a) P-P profile
e along crossline 71 after P--P data are co nverted to a sstratal-surfacee volume.
a converted to a stratal-su
urface volumee. (c) Five
(b) P-SV profile along crrossline 71 after P-SV data are
selected P-P
P reflections (A, B, C, D, E). (d) Depth-eq
quivalent P-SV
V stratal volum
me shows refleections
D and E sim
milar to the manner
m
that P--P shows them
m but fails to rreveal features A, B, and C.
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Figure 15. (a) P-P profile
e along crossline 71 after P--P data are co nverted to a sstratal-surfacee volume. (b) SSV-P
ong crossline 71
7 after SV-P data
d
are conve
erted to a straatal-surface vo
olume. (c) Fivee selected P-P
profile alo
reflectionss (A, B, C, D, E). (d) Depth-equivalent P-SV
V stratal volum
me not only sh
hows all five rreflections
(A, B, C, D, E) but also sh
hows more evvidence of turb
bidite environnments than d
do the P-P dataa.

Stratal Slice Movie
es of Semblance Volumes
e found that an effective
e way to visu
ualize the arcchitectural aarrangementt of depositional
We
elementss that form Wolfberry
W
re
eservoirs was movie-form
mat views o
of successivee stratal slicees
showing map views of
o semblance patterns of
o seismic refflections. Exxamples of th
his approach
h to
interpretting Wolfberrry reservoirs are illustraated in this ssection of ou
ur case-histo
ory report.
Example 1 shows P-P
P and converrted-mode stratal
s
slices spaced at laarge geologicc-time stepss
across th
he Spraberryy portion of the
t Wolfberry interval. EExamples 2 aand 3 show P-P, P-SV, an
nd
SV-P straatal slices at small geologgic-time step
ps that span two specificc deposition
nal elementss
within Sp
praberry straata. These exxamples are limited to t he Spraberrry interval beecause Faskeen
wells witthin our stud
dy area produce primarilly from Spraaberry reservvoirs.
Example 1: Views at Large Geolo
ogic-Time Stteps
We
e show side-b
by-side strattal slices of all
a three sem
mblance volu
umes, P-P, P--SV, and SV--P, in
our moviie frames. Th
he vertical spacing betw
ween successsive stratal slices was ad
djusted to suit
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specific interpretation objectives. The data in Figure 16 show one example. In this display
format, we follow the logic of many interpreters by assuming P-P data should produce a reliable
image. Thus we position the two converted-mode images to the left and right of the P-P image
for ease of semblance comparison between each converted-mode and the P-P data. Each
Fasken producing well is indentified by a labeled X on each stratal slice. All of these wells
produce from Spraberry strata except well 2, which is a Strawn producer.
Note in Figure 16 that no P-SV data exist along the extreme west boundary of the image
space or in the northeast and southeast corners of the survey area. In contrast, SV-P data image
the corners and most of the edge area. This difference in P-SV and SV-P reflection coverage is
the result of P-SV image points being closer to receivers than to sources; whereas, SV-P
reflection points are closer to sources than to receivers. In the Fasken source-receiver
geometry, a small (2-mi) X (2-mi) area of receivers was centered inside a larger (5-mi) X (5-mi)
area of source stations, causing SV-P image space to be larger than P-SV image space.
Our working hypothesis when interpreting the information in Figure 16 was Conclusion 8: The blue trends in stratal slices of semblance calculations mark the edges of
depositional elements within the Wolfberry reservoir system because these trends are
locations where there are significant changes in reflection waveshapes associated with
Wolfberry depositional elements. In these low-porosity, near-zero-permeability reservoir
rocks, it is not possible to determine if any specific blue boundary is a permeable barrier that
segregates native rock into separate reservoir compartments. We only know that seismic
reflection waveshape is altered where a blue zone occurs (Figures 14 and 15).
An interpretation question that needs to be answered after examining Figure 16 is “why
do P-P, P-SV, and SV-P semblance data show different reservoir architectures”. Several years
of multicomponent seismic research at the Exploration Geophysics Laboratory has caused
us to conclude that it is common for P-P images to differ from converted-mode images, and
particularly so when a P-P mode and a converted-mode image thin, interbedded strata in
which mineral percentages vary vertically and laterally in an erratic manner. We conclude
we are seeing this same principle in action when these Fasken data image Wolfberry turbidite
reservoirs. Examples of mineral-percentage effects on the reflectivities of direct-P and direct-S
modes are illustrated in a following section of this case history, and applications to Wolfberry
reservoirs will be discussed when these examples are presented.
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Figure 16. Examples sho
owing stratal slices
s
at large geologic-timee steps. Colum
mns are stratal slices through
the P-SV semblance volume [(a), (d), (g)], P-P semb
blance volumee [(b), (e), ((h)]], and SV-P semblance volume
med to be deptth equivalent. Stratal slices (a), (b), (c) aree
[(c), (f), (i)]. Stratal slices in each row can be assum
d approximate
ely 150 ft belo
ow the top of the
t 1st Sprabeerry; slices (d)), (e), (f) are approximately
positioned
st
250 ft belo
ow the top of the 1 Sprabe
erry; and slices (g), (h), (i) arre approximattely 280 ft bellow the top off
the 2nd Spraberry. The blue
b meandering features define
d
where rreflections und
dergo significaant changes in
n
waveshape. These blue zones are ten
ntatively assum
med to definee the edges of turbidite depositional elem
ments.
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We will discuss the data in Figure 16 by assuming, rather than proving at this point,
that P-P and converted-mode data have different reflection behavior for Wolfberry turbiditedominated reservoirs because of the different reactions of P-P and converted-mode reflectivity
to mineral-percentage changes in reservoir rock. Proof of this assumption will be provided
later. The real puzzle with these Fasken data is not that converted-mode images differ from
P-P images, but rather that the two converted-modes, P-SV and SV-P, have significantly
different semblance behavior. P-SV and SV-P reflectivities should be approximately the same,
even when there are erratic variations in mineral percentages in stacks of thin strata, because,
(1)

RSP = (VS/VP) [(cos θS)/(cos θP)] RPS.

This reflectivity relationship is taken from Aki and Richards (1990) and is discussed on page
12 of Hardage et al. (2011). In this equation, RPS is P-SV reflectivity, RSP is SV-P reflectivity, VP
and VS are P-wave and S-wave velocities, and θP and θS are raypath angles for the P-wave and
S-wave, respectively, at a reflecting interface. At reflecting interfaces, the term (VS/VP) is less
than 1, the term (cos θS)/(cos θP) is greater than 1, and the product of the two terms has a
numerical value of approximately 1. Thus RPS reflectivity should approximate RSP reflectivity
because both converted modes have reflectivities with identical algebraic signs and similar
numerical magnitudes. However, we observed large differences between P-SV and SV-P
reflectivity in the Fasken data. Differences between the two Fasken converted-modes have
been discussed throughout this case history (Figures 1, 12, 13, 14, 15). We repeat again
our conclusion that the Fasken P-SV data appear to simply be inferior to the SV-P data.
We conclude we must assign more geological validity to the Fasken SV-P data than to the
companion Fasken P-SV data.
The blue meandering features in Figure 16 define where reflections undergo a significant
change in waveshape. We tentatively define these blue trends as representing the edges of
depositional elements within the Wolfberry interval. Because Wolfberry reservoirs are a series
of turbidite and debris-flow deposits (Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012), we need to decide if
stratal slices through Wolfberry semblance behavior (Figure 16) represent map views of
depositional geometries that are expected for turbidites and debris flows. To make these
interpretative judgments, we relied on published examples of geometrical shapes of
depositional elements created by turbidite systems (such as those in Figures 8 and 9). We
concluded many areas enclosed by blue trends, for example Figures 16b, 16c, 16f, and 16h,
can certainly be map views of geometrical shapes created by turbidite and debris-flow
deposition (Figures 8 and 9).
Because turbidite deposition and debris flow are pervasive throughout the Wolfberry
(Figure 7), we are concerned only when a particular wave mode does not show the types of
semblance behavior exhibited in Figures 16b, 16c, 16f, and 16h. We question the validity of
images that create only minor examples of such depositional geometries, such as the cases
illustrated in Figures 16a and 16d, both of which are semblance behaviors of P-SV reflectivity.
From examining numerous stratal-slice movies of semblance patterns, we found three general
behaviors in the Fasken data:
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1. Both the Fasken P-P and SV-P data provide abundant evidence of turbidite and
debris-flow deposition,
2. SV-P data provide more evidence of turbidite and debris-flow deposition than
do P-P data, and
3. P-SV data frequently fail to show convincing evidence of turbidite and
debris-flow deposition.
These three observations are based on our answer to only one question – do the blue
meandering trends in stratal-slice displays of Wolfberry reflection semblance mimic map-view
geometries expected for depositional elements created by turbidite and debris-flow actions?
We conclude the answer to this question is “yes” for SV-P and P-P data, but frequently is “no”
for P-SV data.
Examples 2 and 3: Views at Small Geologic-Time Steps
A more rigorous way to verify if a semblance pattern of wave-mode reflectivity describes
a turbidite depositional element is to examine stratal slices of that semblance pattern at closely
spaced vertical intervals. Our example 2, Figure 17, shows how successive stratal slices of
SV-P semblance combine to define individual Spraberry turbidite depositional elements
(each element is assumed to be a turbidite lobe). Our example 3, Figure 18, illustrates how
a complete turbidite depositional system appears in successive stratal slices of an SV-P
semblance volume. In these interpretations, semblance volumes were sliced at small geologictime steps that produced vertical thicknesses of either 10 or 20 feet (approximately) between
successive stratal slices. Only four stratal slices are used in each illustration. The example
of individual turbidite lobes is described at vertical increments of approximately 10 feet
(Figure 17), and the large-scale turbidite system example is inspected at vertical increments
of approximately 20 feet (Figure 18). These seismic-based depth intervals are larger than the
thicknesses of turbidite depositional elements that Hamlin and Baumgardner (2012) observed
in high-resolution log data (see text immediately preceding our statement of Conclusion 3 on
page 12).
Three Spraberry turbidite depositional elements located approximately 500 ft below the
top of the 2nd Spraberry are labeled A, B, and C in Figure 17. Each element represents an area of
SV-P image space that is enclosed by a blue, low-semblance boundary. According to our
Conclusion 8 just stated, we interpret these blue trends as defining the boundaries of individual
depositional elements. Figure 17a defines the approximate base-level of turbidite elements A,
B, C. The features disappear at stratal slices only a short distance below the stratal slice
shown in Figure 17a. Figures 17b, 17c, and 17d are fixed geological-time views of these three
depositional elements at successive shallower depth increments of approximately 10 ft. As
elements A, B, C are viewed at these younger geologic times, they reduce in size, showing
that each element is a mounded feature. All of these depositional elements disappear a short
vertical distance above the stratal slice in Figure 17d. We interpret elements A and B as isolated
turbidite debris flows, and element C as a complex of several small-scale debris flows. The
physical dimensions of the depositional elements are heights of 30 to 40 ft and lateral extents
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that can reach almosst 2 miles (ellement A). These
T
geomeetrical shapees and dimen
nsions are highly
suggestivve of turbiditte deposition. Our interpretation thhat these eleements are turbidite lobes
and debrris flows is based on thesse types of stratal-slice
s
m
movies. Thee locations off Fasken wells
producin
ng from the Spraberry
S
arre added to the
t stratal s lices.

Figure 17. Example 2 sh
howing stratal slices at small geologic-tim
me steps. Thesee are stratal slices through the
SV-P reflecctivity semblance volume. These
T
stratal slices
s
illustratee individual m
mounded turbidite lobes and
d
debris flow
ws.

The
e stratal slice
es in Figure 18
1 depict a large-scale t urbidite dep
positional system located
st
s
approxim
mately 350 ftt below the top
t of the 1 Spraberry.. The stratal slice in Figu
ure 18a defin
nes
the appro
oximate basse of the systtem. At the depth of thi s stratal slice, much of tthe image sp
pace
depicts a flat plane with
w a uniforrm reflectivitty. Evidence of this turbidite system
m diminishes
below this stratal slicce. Figures 18b,
1
18c, and
d 18d show hhow the systtem changes at successiive
er stratal slices of approxximately 20 ft.
f An interppreted position of the deepositional aaxis
shallowe
of the system is show
wn on each stratal
s
slice. The size of tthe shaded aarea immed
diately aroun
nd
this depo
ositional axiss decreases as
a the system
m is viewed at shalloweer depths. Th
his geometryy
confirms the turbiditte system haas created a modest deppositional rid
dge oriented
d northwest
to southe
east.
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Many small-scaale debris flo
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he depositio
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the full extent
e
of the
e debris-flow
w activity. This small-scal e turbidite aactivity is particularly
evident approximate
a
ely 20 ft abovve the base level of the system (Figu
ure 18b). Evidence of
the large
e-scale turbid
dite system disappears a short verti cal distance above the sstratal slice in
Figure 18
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eral extent of
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for debris flows across the reaso
onably flat pllatform marggin of the M
Midland Basin
n where these
Fasken data were acquired (Figure 7). Also the northwesst-to-southeeastdepositio
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outh progresssion of turb
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Figure 18. Example 3 off stratal slices at small geolo
ogic-time step s. These are sstratal slices th
hrough the SV
V-P
v
that illustrate a large-scale turbiddite depositional system. Th
he arrow is an
n
reflectivityy semblance volume
interprete
ed depositionaal axis.

Small-scale features labeled A and B arre shown in Figure 18 to
o illustrate th
hat some debris
flows are
e valley fills rather
r
than mounded
m
lobes. Note thhat the areal extents of d
depositional
elementss A and B in Figure18a in
ncrease as th
hey are view
wed at a shallower depth
h in Figure 18
8b.
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This geometry indicates A and B are associated with sediment infilling a low-profile depression
in the seafloor. This increasing size of depositional elements A and B with at shallower depths is
opposite to the geometries of turbidite lobes A, B, C in Figure 17 that decrease in areal size at
shallower depths.
Only SV-P data examples are shown in Figures 17 and 18 to emphasize that SV-P data
define realistic turbidite units within the Wolfberry interval. Similar examples of turbidite
depositional bodies can be constructed from P-P and P-SV semblance data. However, the
principle we observed was: Conclusion 9: SV-P data show the greatest population of turbiditelike depositional elements, with P-P data showing the next highest population, and P-SV data
being a distant third in revealing turbidite reservoir architecture. Thus we emphasize the value
of SV-P data in this case history. We particularly emphasize that SV-P data are superior to P-SV
data for evaluating Wolfberry reservoirs for the Fasken survey. This observation may not be
correct for seismic data acquired at other locations.

Differences in P-P and Converted-Mode Reflectivities
Although P-P and SV-P Fasken images show abundant evidence that Wolfberry reservoirs
are identical to depositional elements found in turbidite systems, the number, positions, and
geometrical shapes of depositional elements observed in P-P images differ from what is
observed for depositional elements in SV-P images. We are not surprised that P-P and SV-P
wave modes show different images of Wolfberry reservoirs because P-P reflectivity and SV-P
reflectivity differ at reflecting interfaces. When there is repeated intermingling of thin beds that
have different mineral compositions, as is the case for Wolfberry reservoirs, P-P and SV-P
reflectivities can differ in significant ways. In contrast, SV-P reflectivity and P-SV reflectivity are
proportional to each other, and these two converted-wave modes should show approximately
the same reflection patterns regardless of how mineral percentages differ along reflecting
interfaces.
At the Fasken seismic survey site, we have demonstrated that P-SV data do not reveal the
amount of detailed information about Wolfberry reservoirs that SV-P data do (Figures 12 and
13). Therefore, this discussion will ignore the Fasken P-SV data and focus on answering the
question: “Why do P-P and SV-P images indicate the proper sizes, shapes and thicknesses of
turbidite depositional elements that form Wolfberry reservoirs but differ in how they arrange
these depositional elements to form the total Wolfberry reservoir system?” Two answers are
possible: (1) the P-P reservoir depiction of the Wolfberry depositional system is correct and the
SV-P depiction wrong, or (2) both images are correct when differences in P-P and SV-P
reflectivity behaviors are understood. Our position is that the second answer is the correct
view. P-P and SV-P images can both be correct and yet differ from each other because lateral
changes in mineral percentages along a chronostratigraphic surface affect P-P and SV-P
reflectivities in different ways. The information in this section addresses the principles of P-P
and SV-P reflectivity when mineral percentages in rocks vary laterally and vertically in a
reservoir interval.
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The range of mineral-percentage variations that occur in Wolfberry reservoirs is
illustrated in Figure 19. These data summarize an extensive laboratory effort by Hamlin and
Baumgardner (2012) in which X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed on 182 core
samples taken from Wolfberry reservoirs. The types of lithofacies that were analyzed are
identified by the color code used for the data points. In this analysis, minerals interpreted
from the XRD data were segregated into three types: (1) carbonates, (2) clays, and (3) quartz/
feldspars. These laboratory measurements are invaluable for generating a rock physics model
that illustrates how variations in Wolfberry mineral percentages affect P-P and SV-P
reflectivities.
Two approaches were taken to demonstrate how mineral variations across Wolfberry
reservoir interfaces affect P-P and SV-P reflectivities. The first approach was to calculate wavemode reflectivities from Wolfberry velocity and density logs acquired in a calibration well
where a logging contractor also acquired a mineral-percentage log. Wave-mode reflectivity
behavior can then be correlated to mineral-percentage conditions at selected Wolfberry
reservoir interfaces. The second approach was to use the XRD data in Figure 19 as input to a
numerical rock physics model that calculated VP, VS, and bulk density for mineral mixtures.
These calculated velocities and densities were then used to calculate P-P and converted-mode
reflectivities.

Figure 19. Mineral compositions of Wolfberry reservoir lithofacies based on X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements made on 182 core samples (Hamlin and Baumgardner, 2012).
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Figure 20. Examples of P-P
P and conve
erted-mode re
eflectivities ca lculated for W
Wolfberry reseervoirs. Velociity
and densitty log data acq
quired in the FEE
F AL 910 calibration well were used to define imped
dance contrastts at
interfaces positioned att arbitrary Wo
olfberry depths. The percenttages of shalee (S) and carbo
onate (C) abovve
w the reflectingg interface are
e shown as an
n inset on eachh panel and w
were read from
m a Schlumberrger
and below
mineral-co
omposition logg.
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provided mineralogy log. Examples of this approach to investigating mineral-percentage effects
on P-P and SV-P reflectivity are illustrated in Figure 20.
The log-based results in Figure 20 illustrate only a few of the differences in wave-mode
reflectivities that occur at Wolfberry interfaces. In Figure 20a, all three wave modes (P-P, P-SV,
and SV-P) have reasonably similar reflection responses at an interface at a depth of 10,440 ft.
These data show a rarity in P-P and converted-mode reflection behavior in that all three
reflectivity responses have the same algebraic sign. The standard reflectivity response is that
the algebraic sign of a P-P reflection coefficient is opposite to the algebraic signs of convertedmode reflection coefficients at an interface. Figure 20b shows an interface where both
converted modes generate rather bold reflections, but P-P data produce a negligible reflection
because P-P reflectivity changes algebraic sign at an incident angle of 20 degrees. The negativepolarity P-P response at incident angles less than 20 degrees will cancel much of the positivepolarity P-P responses for incident angles greater than 20 degrees. Figure 20c is particularly
interesting because it is a rare example where the reflectivity curves for the two convertedmodes diverge in a significant way. Usually P-SV and SV-P reflectivity track each other.
However, in this instance SV-P data have a bold reflection for medium and far offsets, but
both P-P and P-SV data have less robust reflections. Figure 20d illustrates an interface where
a P-P reflection is much stronger than converted-mode reflections. Thus these four real-data
examples indicate that for low-porosity rocks in which mineral percentage varies in the rock
matrix we can expect:
1. P-P and converted-mode data will rarely have equal-amplitude reflections at interfaces,
2. P-P data will exhibit bold reflections at some interfaces where converted-mode
reflections are weak or non-existent, and
3. At other interfaces, converted-mode reflections are robust but P-P reflections are weak
or absent.
A reflection from an extensive interface maintains a reasonably stable waveshape (i.e. the
reflection has a high value of semblance) if the reflection coefficient for the imaging wavelet
maintains a constant algebraic sign along the interface. At any coordinate where the reflection
coefficient reverses algebraic sign or becomes zero, the reflection undergoes a significant
change in waveshape, (i.e. the reflection has a low value of semblance at that image
coordinate). Thus to understand the differences in map views of P-P and SV-P semblance
patterns, it is essential to consider what happens when the reflectivities in Figure 20 occur
randomly along a chronstratigraphic surface of Wolfberry reservoirs. For example, where 1. The mineral mixture in Figure 20a changes laterally into the mineral mixture in Figure
20b, then SV-P reflectivity does not change algebraic sign, but P-P reflectivity does. The
result is there will be a high value of SV-P semblance along the interface spanning the
two depositional elements, but a low value of P-P semblance will occur at the transition
between the two lithofacies.
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2. The mineral mixture in Figure 20c changes laterally into the mineral mixture in
Figure 20d, then SV-P reflectivity changes algebraic sign, but P-P reflectivity does not.
The result is there will be a high value of P-P semblance along the interface spanning
the two adjacent depositional elements, but a low value of SV-P semblance will occur
at the transition between the two lithofacies.
3. The mineral mixture in Figure 20a changes laterally into the mineral mixture in
Figure 20c, then both P-P and SV-P reflectivity changes algebraic sign. Both P-P and
SV-P reflections will show a low value of semblance at the transition between the
two lithofacies.
4. The mineral mixture in Figure 20b changes laterally into the mineral mixture in
Figure 20d, then SV-P reflectivity does not change algebraic sign, and P-P reflectivity
changes from approximately zero (because of the zero crossing of the P-P reflectivity
curve in Figure 20b) to bold negative. There will be a high value of SV-P semblance
along the interface spanning the two deposition elements, but a low value of P-P
semblance will probably occur at the transition between the two lithofacies.
The end result is that the semblance behavior of P-P reflections from the Wolfberry reservoir
system can match the semblance pattern of SV-P reflections in small local areas, but the
semblances of the two wave-mode images will never match over an extensive area. The root
cause of this difference in P-P and SV-P semblances is that the Wolfberry reservoir system is
formed by debris flows that create lateral and vertical assemblages of depositional elements
with different mineral mixtures in their rock matrices.
Approach 2: Calculate Reflectivities via Theoretical Rock Physics Modeling
The log-defined mineralogy above and below each analyzed interface in Figure 20 are
labeled on each reflectivity-curve panel. Note the Schlumberger mineralogy log available in this
well quantifies only two minerals: shale and carbonate. This log-based 2-mineral classification is
more restrictive than the 3-mineral classification provided by the BEG XRD data (Figure 19).
Examination of the XRD data in Figure 19 shows that the majority of Wolfberry core samples
contain more than 50-percent quartz/feldspar, yet this dominate mineral component of
Wolfberry lithofacies is not recognized by the commercial 2-mineral log used in Figure 20.
We conclude that although the results in Figure 20 are suggestive of the manner in which
Wolfberry mineralogy mixtures affect P-P and SV-P reflection behavior, the absence of
information about quartz/feldspar at reservoir interfaces does not allow the effects of realworld Wolfberry mineral percentages to be included in reservoir reflectivity behaviors. Thus
our second approach to illustrating how mineral percentages affect P-P and SV-P Wolfberry
reflectivities was to do theoretical rock physics modeling in which mixtures of three minerals
(quartz, clay, and calcite) could be used to construct the rock matrix.
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Figure 21. P-P and SV-P reflectivities calculated
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berry reservoir lithofacies
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b) SV-P
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reflectivitiies. (c) Model of reflecting interface. (d) Mineral
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(e) Properrties of the cap
p rock.
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Three hypothetical Wolfberry reservoirs are positioned below a constant-property cap
rock (Figure 21c). The mineral mixtures of each reservoir are defined in Figure 21d, and the
cap rock properties are stated in Figure 21e. The calculated P-P reflectivities for the three
interface conditions are shown in Figure 21a, and the calculated SV-P refectivities are shown in
Figure 21b. All three of these hypothetical model conditions could be real interfaces found in
Wolfberry reservoirs. The results show that two of the reservoirs (lithofacies 1 and 2) are
imaged by SV-P data but are invisible in P-P data. The third reservoir (lithofacies 3) is imaged by
P-P data but is invisible in SV-P data. Thus the fundamental principle that the ability of P-P and
SV-P data to “see” a specific Wolfberry reservoir is fundamentally controlled by the type of
mineral mixture that forms the rock fabric of that targeted reservoir. This same principle
dictates that maps of P-P and SV-P semblance must be fundamentally different.

Integration of Seismic Data and Engineering Data
The seismic image space spanned by the Fasken data extended across several producing
wells. Fasken has acquired a considerable amount of data in the cluster of wells in the
southwest corner of the image space (Figure 16). They use these wells to test and develop
Wolfberry hydrofracing and production procedures. In this section of our case-history report
we examine engineering data acquired in wells distributed along cross-sections AA’ and BB’
identified on Figure 22. The locations of these profiles in seismic image space are shown in
Figure 16. Well log data and hydrofracing/production information for profile AA’ are exhibited
as Figure 23, and data for profile BB” are shown on Figure 24. In these latter figures, data that
can be considered for seismic-calibration purposes are shown as information tracks labeled 1
through 6 for each well. These well-based data are:







Track 1: Caliper color-coded by gamma ray,
Track 2: Neutron and density porosities,
Track 3: Percentages of chert, sandstone, limestone, siltstone and shale,
Track 4: Total NRM,
Track 5: Florescence and cut, and
Track 6: Hydrofrac parameters and production performance.
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Figure
e 22. Fasken wells
w
used to develop
d
hydrofracing and prroduction straategies. Courteesy of
Glenn
n Winters, Faskken Oil and Raanch. Wells identified by oppen circles havve not been drilled.
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Figure 23. Well log dataa and hydrofraacing/production informatioon acquired allong well crosss-section AA’.. Data
a defined in the text. Dashhed horizons 1150(1S), 250(1
1S), and 280(2
2S)
exhibited in data tracks 1 through 6 are
erry stratal surfaces defined
d in the text. Arrows
A
labeledd PP, SP, and PS identify ap
pproximate
are Sprabe
coordinate
es where P-P, SV-P, and P-SSV semblance behaviors inddicate there arre boundaries of discrete
Spraberry depositional elements. Mo
odified from a graphic provi ded by Glenn Winters, Faskken Oil and Raanch.
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Figure 24. Well log dataa and hydrofraacing/production informatioon acquired allong well crosss-section BB’. Data
a defined in the text. Dashhed horizons 1150(1S), 250(1
1S), and 280(2
2S)
exhibited in data tracks 1 through 6 are
are Sprabe
erry stratal surfaces defined
d in the text. Arrows
A
labeledd PP, SP, and PS identify ap
pproximate
coordinate
es where P-P, SV-P, and P-SSV semblance behaviors inddicate there arre boundaries of discrete
Spraberry depositional elements. Mo
odified from a graphic provi ded by Glenn Winters, Faskken Oil and Raanch.

The well-based information
n along these
e two profilees will be compared with
h the Wolfberry
reservoirr compartme
entalization suggested by
b the sembllance stratall slices illustrrated on Figure
16. Three
e horizons laabeled 150(1
1S), 250(1S), and 280(2SS) are drawn across profiles AA’ and BB’
(Figures 23
2 and 24). These
T
horizo
ons represen
nt the positi ons where tthe semblance stratal slices
in Figure 16 occur in the Wolfberrry reservoirr system. Sp ecifically,




150(1S) is a sttratal slice 150
1 ft below the top of t he 1st Sprab
berry (Figures 16a, 16b, 1
16c),
st
250(1S) is a sttratal slice 250
2 ft below the top of t he 1 Sprab
berry (Figures 16d, 16e, 1
16f),
and
280(2S) is a sttratal slice 280
2 ft below the top of t he 2nd Sprab
berry (Figurees 16g, 16h,1
16i).
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Vertical arrows labeled PP, PS, and SP are positioned along each of these horizons to indicate
the following:




PP = the position where a boundary of a Spraberry depositional element is indicated by
P-P semblance (Figures 16b, 16e, 16h),
PS = the position where a boundary of a Spraberry depositional element is indicated by
P-SV semblance (Figures 16a, 16d, 16g), and
SP = the position where a boundary of a Spraberry depositional element is indicated by
SV-P semblance (Figures 16c, 16f, 16i).

Inspection of the information stated in Figures 23 and 24 shows there are no consistent
lithofacies where frac zones are located. Production data are provided for only half of the wells
along profiles AA’ and BB’, and these data represent only one or two months of production.
Thus there is not sufficient production information to segregate wells into “good” and “poor”
reservoir categories. Probably breakout pressure provides the best opportunity to judge the
relative value of P-P and converted-mode data for predicting a parameter of interest to drilling
engineers. Inspection of hydrofracing parameters listed for each frac zone shows that rocks in
approximately half of these zones could be fractured with a breakout pressure of 3200 to 3500
psi and the other half of the zones required a larger breakout pressure that exceeded 5000 psi.
This difference in the pressure required to fracture different Wolfberry reservoirs is significant.
EGL will investigate the possibility of predicting this mechanical behavior of Wolfberry reservoir
rocks with P-P and converted-mode seismic data and report our findings to EGL sponsors.
This study will require EGL to have numerous interactions with Fasken engineers and will
take an unknown length of time to complete. Our success or failure to predict fracability of
Wolfberry reservoirs will be reported after we have sufficient time to study this seismic
interpretation challenge.

Hydrofracing across Wolfberry Depositional Elements
The effects of a specific Spraberry depositional element on hydrofrac performance are
considered in both map-view and section-view perspectives in this section.
Map Perspective
A map view of the size, shape, and orientation of Wolfberry hydrofracs assumed by
Fasken engineers is displayed in Figure 25. The proposed zone of induced fractures produced by
each frac stage is assumed to be an ellipse having a major east-west axis approximately 2500 ft
long and a minor north-south axis of approximately 500 ft. This elliptical zone is oriented eastwest because that is the azimuth of the local maximum horizontal stress. Wells identified by a
small open circle have not been drilled. These undrilled wells span the southern half of the
well grid.
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Figure 25. Size, shape, and
a orientatio
on of hydrofracc zones expeccted for Wolfb
berry reservoirrs. Courtesy of
T major easst-west axis off each ellipticaal zone of indu
uced fracturess is
Glen Wintters, Fasken Oil and Ranch. The
oriented in
n the direction
n of maximum
m horizontal sttress. The pro posed size of each fractured zone is 500 ft
north-south and 2500 ftt east-west. Wells
W
having sm
mall open circcles (primarily in the south h
half of the grid
d)
b
drilled.
have not been

No doubt manyy Wolfberry frac pattern
ns differ from
m these ideaalized assumptions, but
this frac--pattern mod
del is logical and provide
es an estimaate of frac-paattern sizes and geomettries
that mayy exist in the southwest corner
c
of the seismic im
mage space. TThese frac p
patterns are
superimp
posed on depth-equivale
ent P-P, P-SV
V, and SV-P sstratal-slicess in Figure 26
6. The strataal
slices in Figure
F
26a th
hrough 26c coincide
c
witth horizon 1550(1S) in Figgures 23 and 24 that
intersectts a frac stagge in every well
w along cro
oss-sections AA’ and BB’’ (Figure 22). The stratall
slices in Figures
F
26d through 26ff are position
ned 100 ft beelow horizon 280(2S) in Figures 23
and 24. These
T
stratal slices pass through low
wer portions of the samee frac stagess that are
contacted by horizon
n 280(2S).
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Figure 26. Superposition
n of hydrofracc zones in Figu
ure 25 onto strratal slices of P-SV, P-P, and
d SV-P semblaance.
Stratal slicces (a), (b), (c) follow horizo
on 150(1S) sho
own in Figuress 23 and 24. Sttratal slices (d), (e), (f) follow
wa
horizon th
hat is 100 ft be
elow horizon 280(2S)
2
in Figu
ures 23 and 244. If the propo
osed sizes of the hydrofrac zzones
are correcct, numerous hydrofracs
h
zon
nes extend across seismic-ddefined bound
daries of Sprab
berry depositional
elements.
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Section Perspective
Data track 6 for each well along profiles AA’ and BB’ (Figures 23 and 24) defines the
depth and vertical extent of each frac stage in a well. These data indicate that in the 1st and 2nd
Spraberry portions of the Wolfberry, most of the perforated zones for frac stages span a
vertical interval of approximately 250 ft. The vertical dimensions of the zones in which induced
fracturing were created no doubt exceed the vertical dimensions spanned by these well
perforations. The semblance behaviors illustrated in Figure 17 imply the vertical heights of
individual turbidite depositional elements that form Wolfberry reservoirs are less than 50 ft.
Thus the vertical dimension of a Spraberry frac stage exceeds the thickness of a typical
Wolfberry seismic-defined depositional element by a factor of 5 to 10. In other words,
any specific turbidite depositional element should have a minor effect on the vertical
extent of an induced hydrofraced zone within the Wolfberry reservoir interval.

Conclusions
Because the Fasken seismic survey is positioned atop a transition zone between the
deeper portion of the Midland Basin and the shallower western platform of the basin, seismic
depositional patterns within the Wolfberry interval should indicate features commonly
observed along platform margins dominated by turbidite deposition. Specific Wolfberry
reservoir depositional elements should appear as debris flows, prograding downlaps of
turbidite sheets, turbidite lobes, and variations in reflection amplitude strength and waveshape
associated with lateral changes in the mineralogy mixtures of turbidite-deposited material.
Inspection and comparison of P-P, SV-P, and P-SV images constructed from Fasken 3C3D data
confirm that numerous features similar to turbidite depositional elements appear in the P-P
and SV-P images, but far fewer such depositional features are observed in P-SV data. These
observations build confidence that, in this particular seismic survey area, SV-P data produce
more accurate images of Wolfberry reservoirs and provide more information needed for
exploiting these reservoirs than do P-SV data.
Fasken P-P and SV-P data describe numerous depositional elements that mimic the
depositional elements expected in turbidite and debris-flow depositional systems. Thus P-P
data are quite valuable for exploiting Wolfberry reservoirs, and it is logical that P-P data are the
principal basin-wide seismic data acquired across the Wolfberry play. However, in terms of the
number of imaged Wolfberry reservoirs, the Fasken SV-P data show more turbidite depositional
elements than do the Fasken P-P data. This observation increases the potential importance of
extracting SV-P data from legacy P-P data acquired across the Midland Basin.
Because the Fasken P-SV data show far few turbidite depositional elements than do
either the Fasken P-P or SV-P data, the P-SV images constructed in this study have less value for
Wolfberry reservoir identification. We have no explanation for the reduced geological value of
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P-SV data at this study site. We will re-evaluate the Fasken P-SV data processing strategy as we
continue our development of direct-S technology.
It is important to recognize that P-P and converted-mode images of Wolfberry reservoirs
can differ, yet both images can still be correct. This concept is challenging to interpreters who
have utilized only P-P data in prospect evaluations. We illustrate how P-P and converted-mode
reflections differ at Wolfberry interfaces by calculating P-P, P-SV, and SV-P reflectivities from
real log data acquired in a local calibration well and also by presenting results of theoretical
rock physics modeling in which mineral-percentages are varied in Wolfberry reservoir matrices.
Both approaches to quantifying wave-mode reflectivities confirm that P-P data show some
Wolfberry interfaces that converted-modes do not show, and conversely, converted-mode
data show some reservoir interfaces that P-P data do not show. Thus P-P and converted-mode
images of Wolfberry reservoir intervals differ, yet both images are correct.
It is encouraging that the Fasken SV-P data reveal as many turbidite-like and debris-flowlike depositional elements as they do. However, only ongoing development of Wolfberry
reservoirs across the Fasken property will confirm if these SV-P imaged depositional elements
are actually Wolfberry reservoirs or are artifacts of SV-P data-processing strategy. For the
present, we take the position that the Fasken SV-P images are correct and will be invaluable
for exploiting Wolfberry resources.
Our validation that SV-P data correctly image Wolfberry reservoirs is based on the single
observation that SV-P data have the highest population of seismic response that simulate
turbidite depositional elements, not on the fact that SV-P data segregate good Wolfberry
producers from poor Wolfberry producers or that SV-P data classify the “fracability” of the
Wolfberry host rock. More work will be required to determine if SV-P data contribute to
determining total organic content (TOC) of shaly facies or to defining geomechanical properties
of reservoir facies.
We observed Wolfberry reservoirs segregate into two groups on the basis of the breakout
pressure that is required to fracture the reservoir rock. One group requires breakout pressure
to be slightly above 3000 psi, and the other group requires breakout pressure to exceed
5000 psi. This 60-percent difference in breakout pressure provides a new application for
multicomponent seismic data that needs to be investigated. The ability of P and S data to
predict the ease/difficulty of fracing Wolfberry reservoirs will be the subject of a follow-up
EGL sponsor report.
A fundamental conclusion of this case history study is that these data provide compelling
evidence that there should be increased efforts to extract SV-P data from legacy P-P data.
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